
™ Oil Analysis

DOOSAN™ Oil Analysis only requires you 
to take a small sample of the oil from 
each component being monitored. You 
are provided with clear and concise 
directions, paper and on-line forms and 
sample bottles needed to submit 
samples to the DOOSAN™ laboratory.

Continuous oil condition monitoring with 
the aid of the Doosan oil analysis 
program gives you better control over 
the condition of your engine, hydraulic 
and power train components.  
Mechanical and fluid related problems 
are recognized at an early stage, so that 
consequential damage is avoided and 
premature oil change is prevented.

Studies show that you receive a 10 to 1 payback on the amount of 
money saved on repair costs compared to the amount invested in 
an oil analysis program.  Some of the benefits of the program 
include:

 Maximized oil change intervals.
 Validation of warranty claims.
 Early identification of potential damage to avoid machine failure.
 Knowledge of the true condition of the machine without having 

to dismantle and inspect the machinery.
 Avoidance of expensive repair and machine downtime.
 Reduced frequency of oil change reducing burden on the 

environment.

The Doosan Oil Analysis program provides you with an expert 
interpretation of the oil analysis results and useful maintenance 
recommendations summarized on a specially developed Doosan oil 
sample report.

DOOSAN™ Oil Analysis

BENEFITS AND ADVANTAGES:

Keeps your machines running longer



Product Part Number
Single Oil Sample Kit DO-MOB1+
Carton 12 Oil Sample Kits DO-MOB1+-12
Oil Sample Pump SP38X
Oil Sample Tubing (per foot) PT44

DOOSAN ™ oil analysis sample kits 
come in a carton of 12 kits.  Each carton 
includes a pre-addressed pre-paid 
courier form, sample information forms 
(alternatively samples can be registered 
on-line), sample bottles and a courier 
bag.  All sample kits include oil analysis 
testing, diagnosis and interpretation, 
sample report and access to DOOSAN™ 
On-Line.

ORDERING INFORMATION:

DOOSAN Oil Analysis

DOOSAN ™ On-Line - Cloud-Based Oil Analysis
Login to the DOOSAN™ On-Line system to gain 
access to all current and historical oil analysis 
results & reports. With LIEBHER On-Line you can:

 Submit and track oil analysis samples 
 On-line data entry
 Manage your machine database
 Set alarms
 Manage sampling schedules
 Generate dashboard summaries 
 Produce management reports 
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